At the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, the work ethic is passionate, but so is the spirit of collaboration. Ours is a team environment where you’ll feel visible, appreciated and connected. Here, you’ll find the work stimulating, the growth opportunities ongoing and the atmosphere unparalleled.

The Federal Reserve Bank has an important job to do, and we pride ourselves on mentoring and hiring people who are motivated, highly intelligent and committed to helping us maintain our reputation of integrity.

As one of 12 district banks in the Federal Reserve System, the St. Louis Fed:

• Promotes stable prices and economic growth
• Fosters a sound financial system
• Supports the U.S. Treasury’s financial operations
• Promotes community development and fair access to credit
• Advances economic knowledge

Our work is essential to the growth and stability of our nation’s economy. It’s a tremendous responsibility, one that demands the utmost in integrity, ethics and commitment to quality. It’s a responsibility we share with pride. It’s a difference you, too, can make, when you choose a career at the Fed.

For more information, or to apply for a position, please see our career site at stlouisfed.org/careers.

Examine the Possibilities
Become an Assistant Bank Examiner with the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
The Banking Supervision Role of the Federal Reserve

In addition to conducting monetary policy, the Federal Reserve has supervisory and regulatory authority over many of our nation's banking institutions to ensure the health and strength of the banking system.

On the Front Lines

From Main Street to Wall Street, bank examiners are the first line of defense in ensuring the safety of financial institutions.

Reinforced by top-notch ongoing training and education, examiners conduct on-site bank examinations and off-site monitoring. Consumer affairs examiners oversee compliance with consumer protection laws and regulations. Safety and Soundness examiners evaluate the financial condition of state member banks' and bank holding companies, as well as compliance with current laws and regulations.

In addition to leveraging their analytical, critical thinking and leadership skills, examiners must demonstrate exceptional communications skills for handling critical and sensitive interactions with bank leadership, directors and employees.

The Eighth District Team

We look for exceptional candidates for our assistant bank examiner roles to help us fulfill our role in overseeing community bank and bank holding companies located in the Eighth Federal Reserve District.

The Eighth District covers all of Arkansas, eastern Missouri, southern Indiana, southern Illinois, western Kentucky, western Tennessee and northern Mississippi. Our examiners are either based out of Bank headquarters in St. Louis, or out of one of our three Branch cities: Little Rock, Louisville or Memphis.

Embarking on a Career as an Assistant Bank Examiner

Assistant bank examiners at the St. Louis Fed work as part of a team to:

• Evaluate and interpret the safety and soundness of banking institutions across the District’s seven states
• Ensure the fair and equitable treatment of consumers in their financial transactions
• Interact with community bankers who often are leaders in their communities

The St. Louis Fed ensures you will build your education through excellent first-hand banking experience, on-the-job training and a comprehensive instruction program that will prepare you to become a commissioned bank examiner who can lead exams and qualify you for future roles.

Qualifications

• A GPA of 3.0 or above
• An undergraduate or graduate degree in:
  - Accounting
  - Business
  - Business administration
  - Finance
  - Other business-related fields
• Six credit hours in Accounting
• Strong teamwork and leadership skills
• Critical thinking and data analysis capabilities
• Superb communications and writing skills

Benefits

• Competitive pay and vacation time
• Flexible work schedules
• Excellent medical, dental and vision care benefits
• Pension plan and a 6% employer match thrift plan
• Business casual dress

In addition, the St. Louis Fed offers many educational and growth opportunities, including:

• Educational assistance/tuition reimbursement
• Examiner commissioning program
• Comprehensive, current on-the-job learning
• Career coaching
• Leadership training